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In-Context Learning

Brown et al., 2020

GPT-3
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Language Modeling
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what are some 
possible flaws?
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n = number of labels for close set classification tasks
n = number of words in the vocabulary for open set tasks 



Surface Form Competition
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Competes for 
probability mass

Generic output 
always assigned 
high probability

Every correct string 
is assigned lower 
scores than expected



Calibration

Prompt + 
Input
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P(yn) key question: 
how to calibrate?
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calibrator



Some slides adapted from http://ericswallace.com/calibrate
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ICML 2021

http://ericswallace.com/calibrate


Motivation
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How important is the structure of the prompt for 
in-context learning?

Components of a prompt

1. Prompt format

2. Training example selection

3. Training example permutation
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How important is the structure of the prompt for 
in-context learning?

Components of a prompt

1. Prompt format

2. Training example selection

3. Training example permutation

Let's try to ablate each component
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How important is the structure of the prompt for 
in-context learning?

Components of a prompt

1. Prompt format

2. Training example selection

3. Training example permutation

In-context learning is highly sensitive to prompt format
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How important is the structure of the prompt for 
in-context learning?

Components of a prompt

1. Prompt format

2. Training example selection

3. Training example permutation

In-context learning is highly sensitive to example selection 15
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How important is the structure of the prompt for 
in-context learning?

Components of a prompt

1. Prompt format

2. Training example selection

3. Training example permutation

In-context learning is highly sensitive to example permutation 17



What causes this sensitivity?

Three main reasons

1. Majority label bias

2. Common token bias

3. Recency bias
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What causes this sensitivity?

Three main reasons

1. Majority label bias

2. Common token bias

3. Recency bias

Dataset is unbiased

1. Model prefers to predict positive when the majority labels is "P/Positive" 
2. Surprising because the validation dataset is balanced! 19



What causes this sensitivity?

Three main reasons

1. Majority label bias

2. Common token bias

3. Recency bias

✅
❌

Model is biased towards predicting the incorrect frequent token "book" even when 
both "book" and "transportation" are equally likely labels in the dataset
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What causes this sensitivity?

Three main reasons

1. Majority label bias

2. Common token bias

3. Recency bias

1. Model is heavily biased towards the most recent label
2. Again, dataset is balanced! 21



What is the impact of all these factors?

Visualizing predictions of 25 randomly sampled instances from SST2

All the biases effectively shift the output distribution 
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Pre-Lecture Question 1

Zhao et al., 2021 argue that the sensitivity of in-context learning results may be 
attributed to several biases in the prompts. What are the biases?
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1. Recency Bias:  Model is more likely to predict a label that occurs the most recently (towards 
the end of the prompt).

2. Majority label bias: Model predicts label that occurs more in the prompt. 
3. Common token bias: Model tends to predict the token that is occurs more in the pretraining 

distribution.



Methodology
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How do we make in-context learning more robust?

Can we infer the shift in the output distribution caused 
by a given prompt?
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Contextual calibration

Slide from http://ericswallace.com/calibrate
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http://ericswallace.com/calibrate


Contextual calibration

Slide from http://ericswallace.com/calibrate
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Classification tasks: normalized scores of label words
Generation tasks: probabilities of the first token of the generation 
over the entire vocabulary

W: diagonal matrix
 b:  bias set to zeros

http://ericswallace.com/calibrate


Contextual calibration -- technical details
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For generation tasks, why is only the first token calibrated?

a. Authors claim the first token has the most impact on future predictions
b. Calibrating all generated tokens might be tricky as dimension of W is |V| x |V|



Contextual calibration -- technical details
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Why is W diagonal? Why can’t we learn some fancy non-linear function?

a. The biases effectively cause a simple shift in the output distribution, we don’t need a 
fancy function

b. Diagonal W is easy to invert, low computational overhead
c. If we added a non-linearity, how would we learn W with a few samples?

i. Potentially gradient descent, but tricky with few samples

All the biases effectively shift the output distribution 



Contextual calibration -- technical details
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Why do they calibrate probabilities instead of calibrating logits?

a. OpenAI API only returns probabilities across the vocabulary
b. Authors acknowledge that calibrating logits would have been more “natural”



Experimental Setup
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Datasets: Text Classification
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1. Label is just a single token
2. We calibrate probabilities of all the label words 

– SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013)
– AGNews  (Zhang et al., 2015)
– DBPedia (Zhang et al., 2015)
– TREC (Voorhees & Tice, 2000)
– RTE (Dagan et al., 2005)
– CB (de Marneffe et al., 2019)

Check out details of the other datasets in the appendix



Datasets: Fact Retrieval
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LAMA (Petroni et al., 2019)

1. Label is just a single token
2. We calibrate probabilities of all the words in the vocabulary 



Datasets: Information Extraction
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– ATIS (Hemphill et al., 2019)
– MIT Movies  (Liu et al., 2012)

1. Label is multiple tokens
2. We calibrate probabilities of all the words in the vocabulary 



Model
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GPT-3 - 175 billion GPT-3 - 2.7 billionGPT-3 - 13 billion



Results
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Reduces variance across training sets and permutations
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Reduces variance across 15 different prompt formats
38
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EMNLP 2021



Motivation
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Surface Form Competition
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Competes for 
probability mass

Generic output 
always assigned 
high probability

Every correct string 
is assigned lower 
scores than expected

P(Bathtub | x) = 0.8 P(Whirlpool bath | x) ≤ 0.2



Choice of Plausible Alternatives (COPA) 
(Roemmele et al., 2011)
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GPT-3

P(y1 | x) > P(y2 | x)



Methodology
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Baselines
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Task: choose between 
Hypothesis y1 and y2 given 
Premise x



Baselines
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Baselines
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Baselines
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Zhao et al., 2021



Baselines
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note: this paper does not introduce 
any new modeling approaches, just a 
new scoring function

Zhao et al., 2021



Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
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probability of the premise  
x given the hypothesis y - 
“scoring by premise” 
(more on this later)

how much more likely 
does the hypothesis y 
becomes if we are given 
the premise x?



Domain Conditional Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
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poorly calibrated because 
language models are not 
trained to produce 
unconditional generations

assumption: ending of the 
conditional premise x is a 
domain-relevant string xdomain

where domain is representative 
of the given task



Unconditional Baseline
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ignore the premise 
completely!



Experimental Setup
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Datasets
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Continuation: requires the model to select a continuation to previous text
- Choice of Plausible Alternatives (Roemmele et al., 2011)
- StoryCloze (Mostafazadeh et al., 2017)
- HellaSwag (Zellers et al., 2019)

[original question]P
[domain premise]DP
[original answers]UH

http://commonsensereasoning.org/2011/papers/Roemmele.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/W17-0906
https://aclanthology.org/P19-1472


Datasets
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[original question]P
[domain premise]DP
[original answers]UH

Question Answering (QA): 
- RACE (Lai et al., 2017)
- ARC (Clark et al., 2018)
- Open Book Question Answering (Mihaylov et al., 2018)
- CommonsenseQA (Talmor et al., 2019)

https://aclanthology.org/D17-1082
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.05457
https://aclanthology.org/D18-1260
https://aclanthology.org/N19-1421


Datasets
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[original question]P
[domain premise]DP
[original answers]UH

Boolean Question Answering: 
- BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019)

https://aclanthology.org/N19-1300


Datasets
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[original question]P
[domain premise]DP
[original answers]UH

Entailment: if a premise sentence entails a hypothesis sentence 
- Recognizing Textual Entailment (Dagan et al., 2015)
- Commitment Bank (De Marneffe et al. 2019)

https://aclanthology.org/D15-1185.pdf
https://semanticsarchive.net/Archive/Tg3ZGI2M/Marneffe.pdf


Datasets
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[original question]P
[domain premise]DP
[original answers]UH

Text Classification: if a premise sentence entails a hypothesis sentence 
- Stanford Sentence Treebank (Socher et al., 2013)
- AG s̓ News (Zhang et al., 2015)
- TREC (Li and Roth, 2002)

https://nlp.stanford.edu/~socherr/EMNLP2013_RNTN.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1509.01626?usg=ALkJrhhprRxD36rZgrUta226xOGaoODK3Q
https://aclanthology.org/C02-1150


Datasets
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[original question]P
[domain premise]DP
[original answers]UH



Model
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GPT-3

Zero-shot

GPT-2

Reported but wonʼt be the 
focus of the results



Results
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Zero-shot Multiple Choice Accuracy

61

Consistently beat or tie other methods across 
model sizes and datasets



Summarized Results
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consistently beat or tie 
for best results when 

compared to other 
methods

GPT-2

GPT-3



Zero-shot Multiple Choice Accuracy
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HellaSwag (HS): generated by GPT-2

ARC Easy (ARC-E): too simple, harder questions are in ARC Challenge (ARC-C)

BoolQ (BQ): complex questions requiring high level reasoning ⟶ random guess



Prompt Robustness
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maintain the highest mean 
using 15 different templates for 

SST-2 in Zhao et al. (2021)

but still high variance

GPT-2

GPT-3



Ablations
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Removing Surface Form Competition
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The bar closed because it was 3 AM
I tipped the bottle so the liquid in the bottle poured out



Removing Surface Form Competition
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Removing Surface Form Competition
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50.0 because the outputs are now the 
same for the two different inputs

better on COPA than COPA 
Flipped since “because” and “so” 
are not perfectly invertible and 
the original phrases sound more 
natural

LM, Avg, and PMIDC are the 
same without surface form 
competition



Removing Surface Form Competition
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both probabilities 
low due to surface 
form competition!

no competition ⟶ 
similarly high 
probabilities



Conclusion
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Summary

both papers focuses on novel ways to 
calculate the probabilities for language 
modeling ⟶ improve performance with 

minimal changes
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Pre-Lecture Question 2

Explain the two calibration methods proposed in these two papers (Zhao et al., 
2021) and (Hoffman et al., 2021). Can you think of any pros and cons comparison 
the two methods?

Zhao et al. (2021) proposes first calculating the output probabilities using content-free 
strings, and then use a linear classifier to calibrate the final probability. This method is 
computationally efficient and effective for single token outputs but not suited for 
multi-token generation.

Hoffman et al. (2021) proposes using a domain specific string to calculate the PMI of output 
strings. This calculates how much more likely an output becomes given the input, which 
removes surface form competition and generic output bias. However, domain specific string 
is subjective and difficult to choose the best one to use.
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Related Work: Noisy Channel (Min et al., 2022)

another alternative to calibrate the 
probability of final output
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Pre-Lecture Question 3

Can you brainstorm other calibration ideas for improving prompting 
performance (and reducing the variance)? This can be either zero-shot or 
few-shot in-context learning. 
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Thank you! 

Questions?
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